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It is a well-known fact, documented by striking examples, that the

solutions of sufficiently nonlinear elliptic differential equations be-

have quite differently from the solutions of linear elliptic differential

equations. Directing one's attention to the study of certain properties

of the solutions of certain classes of differential equations, one

actually can define measures of nonlinearity, conditions which, when

fulfilled, guarantee the validity of the properties under consideration.

This has been done by a number of authors in various ways and in

regard to different properties of interest—solvability of Dirichlet's

problem, possibility of isolated singularities, existence of nonlinear

entire solutions, validity of certain a priori estimates, etc.—see for

instances. Bernstein [l], L. Bers [3], R. Finn [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],

D. Gilbarg [9], H. Jenkins [lO], [ll], [12], H. Jenkins and J. Serrin

[13], J. Leray [14], Johannesand Joachim Nitsche [16], [17], J. Ser-

rin [18], [19]. Of course, in most cases these measures only lead to

sufficient conditions.

The first such discussion was carried out by S. Bernstein in 1912

(see [l, especially pp. 455-469]) for quasi-linear elliptic differential

equations

(1)       L[z] = a(x, y; p, q)r + 2b(x, y; p, q)s + c(x, y; p, q)l = 0,

where ac — b2>0, a>0, and in greater generality by J. Leray (see

[14, especially pp. 281-283]). Let us say that a function F(£, rj) has

a definite growth for | and r\ tending to infinity, and that this growth

is of order a (in signs F^i^+rf)"*2), if there are two constants

m, po (1 ^m< <x>, po>0), and an exponent a such that the inequalities

1
— (£2 + r,2)"'2 á F($, v) Ú m(e + ri2)"'2
m

hold for £2+?72èpo. Under certain regularity conditions and assuming

that the two forms

F, = Fi(x, y; p, q) = ap2 + 2bpq + cq2,

F2 = F2(x!y;p)q)^(a + c)(p2 + q2)
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have, uniformly for all (x, y) in the domain under consideration, a

definite growth as p and q tend to infinity, of orders pi and p2, respec-

tively, S. Bernstein calls the difference p=pi—pi the mode ("genre")

of the differential equation (1). From the relation F2 — Fi = aq2

-2bpq + cp2 it follows that F2>Fi for />2+gV0 and that ft^jti,
i.e. p¡t0. For the minimal surface equation we obtain Fi = p2-\-q2,

Fi=ip2+q2)i2+p2+q2), so that its mode is two. Linear and uni-

formly elliptic differential equations are of mode zero.

The investigations of S. Bernstein concerning the solvability of

Dirichlet's problem reveal that differential equations whose mode

does not exceed the value one behave similar to linear differential

equations, while differential equations of a mode exceeding the value

one have different features. A particularly interesting class is that of

the equations of mode two, the minimal surface equation being a

representative of this class.

In 1954 and the following years R. Finn [5], [6], [7], [8] introduced

and investigated a class of quasi-linear differential equations which

he, on account of their relationship to the minimal surface equation,

called equations of minimal surface type: An equation (1), under the

normalization ac — b2 = l and under varying further conditions, is

called of minimal surface type if there is a constant K (lSK<<x>)

such that the inequality

(3) F3 = F,(x, y,p,q) = ail + p2) + 2bpq + cil + q2) = 2KW

holds for all x, y in the domain under consideration and for all p, q.

Here W=il+p2+q2)1'2. Note that F2 = (£2+g2)(F8-Fi).

Condition (3) has an interesting geometrical interpretation. It

never seems to have been observed, however, that any equation of

minimal surface type is an equation of mode 2.

This can be proved in the following way. Setting co = (^2+ç2)1'2 we

have

(4) FiF2 = w2[iap + bq)2+ ibp + cq)2 + co2] = o>4

and, for co2^l/3,

(5) w2Fi + F2 = co2F3 ̂  2Ku*W g 4XoA

From these relations the inequalities F2^w4/Fi and co2Fi+co4/Fi

= 4ÜCto3 or Fi/w+w/Fi^4K, i.e.

1
(6) — co g Fi = ma,       m = IK + Í4K2 - l)1'2,

m

can be concluded. Thus Fi has a definite growth of order jui=l for
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co—> oo. Now it follows from (4) and (5) that

1
g [4K-)co3

\ m}
w3 á — g F2 g 4^co3 - w2Fi á I 4K -     - ) to3 = wee8

OT fi

i.e. that Fj has a definite growth of order ju2 = 3 for co—» oo. The mode

of the differential equation is therefore ß=ß2—ßi = 2.

The converse is not true, i.e. differential equations of mode two

constitute a larger class than differential equations of minimal sur-

face type, as may be illustrated by the example of the differential

equation (1) with coefficients

(7) b = lW«^(-q + ßfy(t + ß±}

where d= [l+«iWs<«-»(H-/3*W-,)]1'1l so that ac-b2 = l, and o>l.

Here we find Fi~caa,F2~ua+2, Fz~ua.

In a famous paper [2], L. Bers proved in 1951 that an isolated

singularity of a solution of the minimal surface equation, interior

to the domain of definition, ipso facto must be removable. In particu-

lar, a solution of the minimal surface equation remains bounded in

a neighborhood of such a singularity—a fact which may be inter-

preted as an extended maximum principle:

Let z(x, y) be a twice continuously differentiable solution of the

minimal surface equation (i.e., equation (1) with coefficients

a = (l+q2)/W, b=-pq/W, c = (l+p2)/W) in the punctured disc

Po = {x, y; 0 < x2 + y2 ^ l}. Let m = lim inf z(x, y) and

Af = lim sup z(x, y) for any approach to the circle x2+y2 = l. Then

the inequalities m^z(x, y)t*M hold in all of P0-

Later the extended maximum principle was proved for more gen-

eral differential equations by R. Finn [4] using certain level line argu-

ments. In [15 ], [16] another proof was given for differential equa-

tions (1) arising from a variational problem ofjF(p2+q2)dxdy = 0.

This proof, which also handles singularities on the boundary of the

domain of definition, is based on the construction of a certain auxil-

iary function <b, depending on the variable r = (x2+y2)112 alone. <p is a

super-solution for the differential equation with certain growth prop-

erties. Recently the idea of proving the extended maximum principle
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with the help of such an auxiliary function has been taken up again

by R. Finn [8] and H. Jenkins [12]. The function c/> = $(r; a) used by

these authors is a twice continuously differentiable solution or super-

solution of (1) in an annulus 0<a<r<l, continuous in the annulus

a<r = l, and satisfies the conditions c/>(l ; a) =0, limr,a<£'C; a) = — co,

and limaJ.o4>ir; a)=0 for every fixed r in 0<r<l. With the help of

this function the proofs become particularly simple.

We remark that it is immaterial for the proof of the extended maxi-

mum principle whether the value c/>(a; a) =limr^a0(r; a) is finite or

infinite. Of course, it is in the case 0(a; a) < oo that the condition

limr..o <b'ir; a) = — «> has relevance.

It seems to have gone unnoticed, incidentally, that the construc-

tion of just such a function, i.e. a solution <p whose gradient tends to

infinity upon approach to a certain part of the boundary of the do-

main of definition, as well as the idea of its employment for the proof

of a general maximum principle and for the discussion of the solva-

bility of Dirichlet's problem, already play a basic rôle in Bernstein's

investigations of nonlinear differential equations (see [l, esp. pp.

465-469]).
For the minimal surface equation the catenoid has the desired

properties and was recently used by R. Finn [8] for a simple proof of

the extended maximum principle. The existence of the auxiliary func-

tion <p for more general differential equations depends on the realiza-

tion of certain conditions. Its construction is possible if the differen-

tial equation (1), which we again assume subject to the normalization

ac — b2 = l, is of minimal surface type or, more generally, if the func-

tion

„. .                      j           Fsix,y;p,q)   \
£(co) =     max     < sup->

*+*-*   \ (z,v) il + p2 + q2)1'2)

grows so slowly that fKE2ico)ui~sdio converges (see H. Jenkins [12]).

As our example (7), for a 2ï 2, shows, equations of mode two do not,

in general, satisfy this condition. Nevertheless, the extended maximum

principle is true also for equations of mode two, in fact, for equations of

positive mode and, more generally, for equations satisfying condition

(13), as we shall now prove.

For a function w = w(r), depending only on r = (x2+y2)1/2, we ob-

tain

and, setting o = w'2,
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Let us set

If we now want a super-solution w(r) with negative r-derivative, we

must have L[u] ^0, i.e.

2v /Ft       \

(8) (?(«) =     min     <   inf   I-1 ]>
p*+q*=o?   \ (x,v) \Fiix,y;p,q)        ))

Then the equation

dv dr
(9)-= - 2 — ,

vQiy/v) r

or, in integrated form,

(       1   rvM      dv     ) {        /• I«'<«■>I    ¿co   )
(10) r = exp^-- ——J.expJ-J —4

\       2 J„Ci)   ziQ(\A>) J V       •'i»-cm   coQ(co)J

will lead it a super-solution w(r) with u\r) <0. For differential equa

tions of mode 2, for which Q(co)~co2, the improper integral

(11) x(«) = / oÇ(co)

is finite for a>0.

Denoting by Xm»x —Xmax(#> y; P, q) the larger eigenvalue of the

quadratic form Fi, we find

-1 - (_2_Y
Va + c + Ha + c)2 - 4)W

Fi (Q + cW + q*)

Fi ~    Xm^iP2 + Q-) \a + c+ Ha + c)2 - 4)

If we require that the coefficients a(x, y; p, q), ô(x, y; p, q) and

c(x, y, p, q) be continuous functions of all variables in x2+y2^l,

p2-\-q2< oo the existence of a function viu), continuous and positive

for all co in 0 ^co < co follows, for which Q(u>) è v(co). Thus the function

x(a) is monotonously decreasing in 0<a<co and lima.0 x(«) == °°.

Let Tpiß) be the inverse function of x(«)- Also ^(¡8) is monotonously

decreasing, and limp,w \piß)=0.

For 0<a<l denote by u=<b(r; a) the solution arising from (10)

which is defined in the annulus a<r^l and satisfies the conditions

0(1; a)=0, c6'(l; a) =-a=-ipilog 1/a), 0'(r,  a) <0  in  a<r<l,
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limr<.„ <p'(r, a) = — <x>. We find

(12) <b(r;a) =  j  * (lograr1.

Considering the properties of the function \f/ we see that lima,0 <j>(r;a)

= 0 for every fixed r in 0 < r ^ 1. This completes the proof.

It is interesting to note that the condition

J00   du
—— < 00

cop(ü>)

is identical with the condition F2P+F2^ M < °o for the special class

of differential equations (1), which arise as Euler equations from a

variational problem hf JF(p2+q2)dxdy = 0. For these equations condi-

tion (13) is known to be necessary and sufficient for the extended

maximum principle to hold, see [lo].

For small ß (and ß>0) the function ¡[/(ß) behaves like c/?-1'*1. From

(12) it then follows that<£(a; a) = °o for 0<m^ 1 and <p(a; a)<<x> lor

ß>l (in fact for equations (1) with f°°do}/Q(cû) < =0).

Remark 1. The preceding considerations carry over immediately

to the «-dimensional case.

Remark 2. One could generalize Bernstein's concept of the mode

of an equation (1) by considering the behavior of the integral

/ co«(2(«)

rather than the growth of the function Q(o>).
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